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I have had a severe imbalance of my adrenal glands (hypo-adrenalism) and endocrine system
from several traumas in the past. The NeuroEndocrine Balancer repeatedly makes me feel
happy and content -- which means it must be helping my body produce happy hormones and
balance my challenged Neuroendocrine System. It’s inspirational!
I have significantly more energy, I have come out of a long period depression, my adrenals are
stronger and I am getting better sleep. During a session, new creative ideas come to me and I
have more clarity.
The ATP NEB also assists my access to the Transcendent (deep mediation). During a session on
the ATP NeuroEndocrine Balancer, I regularly fall into a deep transcendental meditation state. I
immediately feel a shift from the “bounded” (waking, dreaming and sleep) to the unbounded
Transcendent where there is no time & space, only pure Being.
On the physical level, the tantric level, I feel the sexual tantric energy go from the root chakra
to the navel, heart , 3rd eye and crown where an effulgent energy radiates from my crown
through my entire body and out to the infinite universe. The ATP NEB opens up all the chakras
and normalizes and energizes the flow of cerebral spinal fluid.
The experience of mediation I have is a place of contentment and joy -- the Morphogenic Field,
a place of “infinite correlation” and deep Silence in between waking, dreaming and sleeping
states of consciousness.
If you are not familiar with Science of Consciousness – the Transcendent is a state of
consciousness that lies in between Waking, Sleeping and Dreaming states of consciousness but
it is not familiar to all of us. In meditation one first begins to transcend and occasionally there
can be a direct conscious experience of the Transcendent, the 4th state of consciousness. You
then take that awareness of deep silence and pure coherence and take it into activity until
stress begins to erode it. It’s like the bleaching and dying of a cloth – until it sustains a rich
color. Activity bleaches the silence and coherence from us until the experience of deep
transcendence brings the color back again. Repetition and regularity is the key.
Ultimately with a repeated and regular experience of this state of “restful alertfulness” -- we
become conversant with the Transcendent – place of pure consciousness, deep silence, and
pure coherence. It is a place of unbounded awareness -- a place of unconditional Love in total
alignment with the Laws of Nature.
The gains of a transcending meditation lie on the level of action where true meaning lies -- it
remove deep stress, stabilizes our physical/emotional health while organizing surface level
thinking.

This is exactly what the ATP NeuroEndocrine Balancer continues to give me in my life. From
several traumas I’ve recently experienced -- what I thought lost has returned. I am so grateful.
Amazing!
Linda Hannapel, Sedona, 2017

Hi Sky: We just received our ATP NeuroEndocrine Balancer. Here are our experiences so far:
All we can say right now is -- this way beyond anything you - or anyone have created!! I
knew by its weight when I picked the ATP NeuroEndocrine Balancer up at the PO, that this was
different. The larger emitter head with the Xilinx chip it impressive -- we can directly
experience how the ATP Neuro-Endocrine Balancer combines at least 4 of your technologies in
one unit: the ATP Inductor, Lumina Nocturna, Sky Heart and Infra-red.
Linda had another round of Adrenal Exhaustion these last 2 weeks -- and she is getting
better. She says she felt her body was "instantly filled with pure Divine Light and Love -- my
body is so grateful! All my energy blockages were remove and opened up to receive the healing
power of the ATP/NEB. My body is delighted”!
I notice amazingly quick results on my former sciatica stress area and neck in just 2
minutes. It quickly restores low libido. My usual test with your previous instruments on the
3rd Eye chakra - to see how long it relaxes me was brief. Because it is so much more powerful –
it happens in just a few seconds. Since then it seems to have enhanced access to the
Transcendent during meditation. It also appears to remove inflammation and associated
energy stagnation more quickly and long-lasting than an ice pack. My self-adjustments are
effortless and now more advanced.
Your work has now reached a level where it overtakes any other instrument we have
experienced over the last 30 years. It has much more noticeable effects with one treatment -this is not subtle! Yet of course this is subtle in so many powerful ways -- as we notice the
ongoing evolutionary benefits from the bio-energetic feedback Xilinx chips that create an
evolutionary biofeedback loop to advance cellular/tissue regeneration. This is confirmed with
our AK testing -- how the ATP/NEB site-durations change over time -- and of course from other
subtle perceptions we have had using it -- having experienced almost all of your creations in the
past.
At we have an instrument which not only puts Photo-Dynamic Therapy to whole new
level -- but removes the separation between healing intent and observable benefits. The
ATP/NEB operates on a level of where pure consciousness comes into form into the material
world.
We will continue to update! With all gratitude and appreciation for your creation,
Linda and Keith, February, 2017

